A4. Like A1, but have just the
last needed response to see the current version
A. Caused benign client to
view current version of
object as incomplete
Y4. Compromise metadata
with which clients disclose
list of servers

Y2. Attack PKI

F1.1 Byz reader ’repairs’ a writer’s write w/ incorrect
fragments or w/ a write that never occurred

Denied access to
filesystem

Y. Impersonated a benign
client or server

Y3. Replay old message
(limited by nonce)

C1. If A succeds, then a second reader
may miss complete write seen by a first reader,
breaking linearizability, asm. attack A succeeds

Y1. Break Kerberos authentication
C. Caused mixup of
concurrent writes

F3.4 Load up system w/ lots of
incomplete reads -> read takes too long

Denied read access to
a particular file

C2. Two writes with same timestamp (J.),
asm. hash collision
F3.5 Have very high rates of
write concurrency together with
GC -> l... due to retries

H2. Prevent svr from reaching other benign svrs
(so it cannot ’read’), asm. uses something like ’E’

H3. Byzt. client sends purposefully
incomplete writes (fragments to insufficient subset of servers)

H. Caused benign server to
retain outdated fragments

H5. Replay old writes,
reinserting GC’d versions,
if not enough state kept

F2.6 Loop request for old fragments to
all SRV., bad caching behavior

F2.7 Fill storage to point where
GC must be aggressive.

B2. Compromised metadata identify
the set of servers
B. Created new server node
H1. Byzt server fails to send
notification after verfying, delays GC

Granted or obtained
access to
server

F2.1 Byzantine server corrupts fragment,
leading to a extra client phase c

F2.8 Build on 7 by cycling thru a given block quickly,
such that clients looks at history fragments run into
’already GCd’ state, INF loop

G2. Recovery of crashed node
re-initializes state that
causes loss of latest written fragment locally

Noticeably degraded
filesystem performance

G. Restored crashed server node
F2.9 Write concurrency,
degrade performance for reads

G3. Writes during outage of
server are missed

F2.2 Byz clients insert poisonous writes,
leading to extra client read phase

D3. Send fake verification/GC to
correct server with future timestamp, asm. F

Granted or obtained
access to
authorized client

F2.5 Byz server reports completeness of
its complete versions and fails to
report for complete version (on attack on cooperative CG).

G1. Crash occurs before write
reaches non-volatile storage,
but after node ack’d.

I3. Write bad fragments with
same hash as good fragments,
asm. like J1. Hash collision found

F2.3 Byz client insert incomplet writes,
leading to extra client read phase(s)
D. Caused benign server to
garbage-collect current fragment
F2.4 Byz clients (or server) make timestamp very large,
increasing stage needed, network bandwidth,
and CPU time to compure

I. Caused benign client to
view incorrect version of
object as complete

F4.1 Fill up server’s storage

E1. Network DoS against client
F4.4 Current version has largest
possible timestamp

Made arbitrary changes to
another user’s file

I1. Client intrepeted one response
(a fragment or an incomplete write)
for multiple svrs (’’ the write to complete/repairable) =4

F4.5 Issue many incomplete writes
(similar to 1.)

E4. Flood (DDoS) network
infrastructure/Piper

F4.6 Break linearizability through
J.1. (hash attacks)

E5. Cause it to continually
crash/reboot. asm.
’good’ means ’non-byzantine’
E. Prevented benign client from
receiving benign server response
E2. Arp posisoning
F5.1 Delete newer version on server’s
storage thourgh physical/remote access
E3. Network DoS against server

J2. Byz. client adopt same
identifiers -> colliding tstamps?

J. Caused benign servers to
host incompatible fragments
all with same highest timestamp

F5.2 Put bad checksum
on newer version

Made random changes to
another user’s file
F5.3 Multiple occurances of attack ’G’,
asm. attack ’G’ succeeds

J1. Broke collision-resistance of
hash function -> client submitted
incompatible fragments w/ same cc(tstamp)
F5.4 Attack D succeeds
(GC of latest versions)

